Data Center Design Philosophy
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“Form follows function."

- Louis Henri Sullivan

The detailed process of data center design appears on the outset to be a purely mechanical process involving the layout of the area, computations to determine equipment capacities, and innumerable other engineering details. They are, of course, essential to the design and creation of a data center, however, the mechanics alone do not a data center make. The use of pure mechanics rarely creates anything that is useful, except perhaps by chance.

There are, in fact, some philosophical guidelines that should be kept in mind during the data center design process. These are based on the relatively short history of designing and building practical data centers, but are also based on design concepts going way back. This chapter looks at some of these philosophies.

This chapter contains the following sections:
- “Look Forward by Looking Back”
- “A Modern Pantheon”
- “Fundamentals of the Philosophy”
- “Top Ten Data Center Design Guidelines”
Look Forward by Looking Back

The idea that technology is relatively new, that it arose within the last fifty to one hundred years, is a common misconception. There have been great advances, particularly in the electronic age, but the truth of the matter is that technology has been around since human beings began bashing rock against rock.

One of the most interesting things about design is that it draws from many sources. Paintings by Raphael and Botticelli in the Renaissance were dependent on the mathematics of perspective geometry developed more than a millennia and a half before either were born. They also drew on the language and form of classical architecture and Greco-Roman mythology to provide settings for many of their works. Raphael and Botticelli created works that had never been seen before, but they could not have done this without the groundwork that had been set down in the previous centuries.

Look back to the most prolific designers and engineers in the history of western civilization: The Romans. Roman advances in design and technology are still with us today. If you cross a bridge to get to work, or take the subway, or walk down the street to get a latte, chances are you are doing so using elements of Roman design and technology. These elements are the arch and concrete.

When entering the Pantheon in Rome, most people probably don’t remark, “What a great use of the arch!” and “That dome is a single concrete structure.” However, without the modular design of the arch and the invention of concrete, the Roman Pantheon could not have been built.

The Romans understood that the arch, by design, had strength and the ability to transfer load from its center down to its base. They had used the arch in modular and linear ways to build bridges and carry water for their water systems. But in the Pantheon, the modularity of the arch realized its true potential. Spin an arch at its center point and you create a dome. This means that across any point in the span you have the strength of the arch. Also, they had found that concrete could be used to bond all of these arches together as a single dome. Concrete allowed this dome structure to scale beyond any other dome of its time. It would take eighteen centuries for technology to advance to the point where a larger dome than that of the Pantheon could be built.

What does the architecture of ancient Rome have to do with data centers? The physical architecture itself has little in common with data centers, but the design philosophy of this architecture does. In both cases, new ideas on how to construct things were needed. In both cases, using the existing design philosophies of the time, “post and lintel” for ancient Rome, and “watts per square foot” for data
centers, would not scale to new requirements. It is this idea, the design philosophy of modular, scalable units, that is critical to meet the requirements of today’s data centers and, more importantly, the data centers of the future.

A Modern Pantheon

A modern data center still shares many aspects with ancient architecture, structurally and in service. The form literally follows the function. The purpose of both the Pantheon and a data center is to provide services. To provide services, its requirements for continual functioning must be met. This is the design team’s primary concern. The design of the data center must revolve around the care and feeding of the service providing equipment.

These functional requirements of the data center are:
- A place to locate computer, storage, and networking devices safely and securely
- To provide the power needed to maintain these devices
- To provide a temperature-controlled environment within the parameters needed to run these devices
- To provide connectivity to other devices both inside and outside the data center

In the design philosophy of this book, these needs must be met and in the most efficient way possible. The efficiency of the data center system relies entirely on the efficiency of the design. The fundamental principles of a data center philosophy should be your guiding principles.

The phrase “design philosophy” could have many different meanings. For the purposes of this book we’ll use the following definition: A design philosophy is the application of structure to the functional requirements of an object based on a reasoned set of values.

Fundamentals of the Philosophy

There are five core values that are the foundation of a data center design philosophy: simplicity, flexibility, scalability, modularity, and sanity. The last one might give you pause, but if you’ve had previous experience in designing data centers, it makes perfect sense.

Design decisions should always be made with consideration to these values.
Keep the Design as Simple as Possible

A simple data center design is easier to understand and manage. A basic design makes it simple to do the best work and more difficult to do sloppy work. For example, if you label everything—network ports, power outlets, cables, circuit breakers, their location on the floor—there is no guess work involved. When people set up a machine, they gain the advantage of knowing ahead of time where the machine goes and where everything on that machine should be plugged in. It is also simpler to verify that the work was done correctly. Since the locations of all of the connections to the machine are pre-labeled and documented, it is simple to record the information for later use, should the machine develop a problem.
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Design for Flexibility

Nobody knows where technology will be in five years, but it is a good guess that there will be some major changes. Making sure that the design is flexible and easily upgradable is critical to a successful long-term design.

Part of flexibility is making the design cost-effective. Every design decision has an impact on the budget. Designing a cost effective data center is greatly dependent on the mission of the center. One company might be planning a data center for mission critical applications, another for testing large-scale configurations that will go into a mission critical data center. For the first company, full backup generators to drive the
entire electrical load of the data center might be a cost-effective solution. For the second company, a UPS with a 20-minute battery life might be sufficient. Why the difference? If the data center in the first case goes down, it could cost the company two million dollars a minute. Spending five million on full backup generators would be worth the expense to offset the cost of downtime. In the second case, the cost of down time might be $10,000 an hour. It would take 500 hours of unplanned downtime to recoup the initial cost of five million dollars of backup generators.

Design for Scalability

The design should work equally well for a 2,000, 20,000, or 2,000,000 square foot data center. Where a variety of equipment is concerned, the use of watts per square foot to design a data center does not scale because the needs of individual machines are not taken into consideration. This book describes the use of rack location units (RLUs) to design for equipment needs. This system is scalable and can be reverse-engineered.

Use a Modular Design

Data centers are highly complex things, and complex things can quickly become unmanageable. Modular design allows you to create highly complex systems from smaller, more manageable building blocks.

These smaller units are more easily defined and can be more easily replicated. They can also be defined by even smaller units, and you can take this to whatever level of granularity necessary to manage the design process. The use of this type of hierarchy has been present in design since antiquity.

Keep Your Sanity

Designing and building a data center can be very stressful. There are many things that can, and will, go wrong. Keep your sense of humor. Find ways to enjoy what you’re doing. Using the other four values to evaluate design decisions should make the process easier as they give form, order, and ways to measure the value and sense of the design decisions you’re making. Primarily, they help to eliminate as many unknowns as possible, and eliminating the unknowns will make the process much less stressful.
Top Ten Data Center Design Guidelines

The following are the top ten guidelines selected from a great many other guidelines, many of which are described throughout this book.

1. **Plan ahead.** You never want to hear “Oops!” in your data center.

2. **Keep it simple.** Simple designs are easier to support, administer, and use. Set things up so that when a problem occurs, you can fix it quickly.

3. **Be flexible.** Technology changes. Upgrades happen.

4. **Think modular.** Look for modularity as you design. This will help keep things simple and flexible.

5. **Use RLUs, not square feet.** Move away from the concept of using square footage of area to determine capacity. Use RLUs to define capacity and make the data center scalable.

6. **Worry about weight.** Servers and storage equipment for data centers are getting denser and heavier every day. Make sure the load rating for all supporting structures, particularly for raised floors and ramps, is adequate for current and future loads.

7. **Use aluminum tiles in the raised floor system.** Cast aluminum tiles are strong and will handle increasing weight load requirements better than tiles made of other materials. Even the perforated and grated aluminum tiles maintain their strength and allow the passage of cold air to the machines.

8. **Label everything.** Particularly cabling! It is easy to let this one slip when it seems as if “there are better things to do.” The time lost in labeling is time gained when you don’t have to pull up the raised floor system to trace the end of a single cable. And you will have to trace bad cables!

9. **Keep things covered, or bundled, and out of sight.** If it can’t be seen, it can’t be messed with.

10. **Hope for the best, plan for the worst.** That way, you’re never surprised.